The following communication dated 25 November 1952 has been received from the Danish Government:

"Pursuant to an order of 13 March 1952 by the Danish Ministry of Agriculture the various kinds of Danish cheese have been given new names.

"In the tariff negotiations pursuant to GATT Denmark has obtained tariff concessions with respect to Danish cheese under the names which were used until the above-mentioned order came into force. However, after the introduction and the application of the new names, Danish cheese has in certain cases been subject to customs tariffs other than those applied earlier for the same kind of cheese.

"In order to clarify the situation and to avoid future misunderstandings, I beg to forward to you copies of the order of 30 March 1952 by the Ministry of Agriculture, in which the new names of Danish cheese and the corresponding denominations used earlier will be found.

"My Government would appreciate, if you would be good enough to forward copies of this order to the governments of the contracting parties with the request that the customs authorities in the various countries be informed of the new names of the various kinds of Danish cheese."

A copy of the "Order as to the names of Danish Cheese", issued by the Ministry of Agriculture on 13 March 1952 is attached to a copy of this document for each contracting party.